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Abstract : The cerebellum is one of the most important structures in the posterior cranial fossa. The objectives 

of this study were to characterize the cerebellum and cerebrum by measuring the cerebellum height , vermians 

AP width in the mid-sagittal plane , the maximum cerebellar hemispheric width in axial plane and the cerebrum 

length and width, using MRI ,as well as to determine the impact of age and gender on the measurements in 

healthy Sudanese adults. The data were obtained from MR multi planes images done for 100 healthy Sudanese 

subjects, their mean age was 42.36±17.87 years old (Min=14.00,   Max=80.00 years). 

Norms for Sudanese cerebellum and cerebrum measurements were established. The cereberum length was 

affected by age significantly at p=0.004; however no age related differences were noticed in the cerebellum 

measurements. The degree of the reduction in the cerebellar measurements is mild and unlikely to be 

significant. Smaller measurements of cerebellum and cerebrum were noticed in females than males, where the 

cerebellum hemisphere maximum width and cerebrum length were affected significantly by gender, while the 

cerebellum height and AP vermian width were not significantly correlated with gender. The results of this study 

provide a valuable addition to the normative database of the cerebellar and cerebrum anatomy for Sudanese 

.These data are an attempt to support the norms of the cerebellum data measured in axial and saggital images. 

It should be taken into account in functional imaging studies of aging, when the cerebellum is considered as an 

appropriate structure for reference and normalization for Sudanese. 
Keywords - Cerebellum, Brain , MRI, aging, neuroanatomy . 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The cerebellum is one of the most important structures in the posterior cranial fossa, it provided higher 

cognitive functions. Additionally, the cerebellum has a mission in behavioral and psychiatrically diseases. [1-3] 

Cerebellum also have a role on working memory function. [4, 5] 

Cerebellum continues to improve during childhood and adolescence, suggesting that it may be 

undergoing significant development during this period. Few is known regarding normal development of the 

cerebellum during life as mentioned by Diamond et al, 2000[6].Another study raised questions about whether 

the developmental curves are different between females and males. [7]Studies have mentioned that, the 

cerebellum develops from childishness to puberty and accesses the peak levels between 10 and 13 years old for 

both genders.[8] It develops over a long period: it is one of the first structures in the brain to begin to 

differentiate, but one of the last to mature as mentioned by Susan et al. 2008. [9] 

Aging of the human brain is a differential process in which significant declining in some regions 

coexists with relative safeguarding in others. [10-12]Although this issue is noticeable in the cerebral cortex, it is 

unclear whether it can be extended to the structures of the posterior fossa.  

Differential aging of the cerebellar vermis lobules has also been reported. [13, 14] In one study, 

however, an opposite pattern was observed, that is, a significant negative age trend was found for the anterior 

vermis. [15, 16] 

Several investigators have observed gender related differences in gross cerebellar neuroanatomy. Males 

were shown to have larger cerebella than those of age-matched females, although in these reports the possibility 

that these differences could have reflected sexual dimorphism of body size was not consistently ruled 

out.[14]Little is known regarding differences in the development of cerebellar compartments, despite their 

having important characteristics regarding function, anatomical connections with the cortex, and an important 

role in neurodevelopment disorders as mentioned by Ramnani et al, 2006.[17] 

An awareness of normal neuroanatomic variability is important for understanding pathologic changes. 

In regard to the posterior fossa structures, most of the researches record of in vivo studies are few and there is a 

need for normative data about the cerebellum .To the best of our knowledge, no Sudanese studies were obtained 

and included measurements of the same individuals in the axial, and sagittals of MR images  as well , in this 

current prospective study, we examined age and gender related differences in the height , AP vermian width in 
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saggital plane and the maximum transverse hemisphere width of the cerebellum in the axial plane ,as well the 

length and width of the cerebrum were measured in the axial plane for Sudanese Healthy individuals.  

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
This is descriptive analytical study .It was performed in Khartoum state, Yastabshiroon Hospital -

Radiology Department, MRI section.  The study was obtained during the period extended from 2014-2017. The  

study was performed on 100 patients .39 were males  and 61were females  with different ages at range (14-

80)years ,mean age was 42.36±17.87 years old(Min=14.00 ,  Max=80.00years). The ages between 14-24 years 

constituting 19 cases, ages between 25-34 were 14 subjects, and ages between 35-44 years were 23, while 45-54 

years old were 20, 55-64 were 10 and ages ˃65were14 subjects .All patients have undergone MRI brain exam 

complaining of headache, and their final diagnoses is normal. Any patient has problem to perform MRI brain 

such as patients with metallic foreign body in brain or brain clips or abnormalities at any part of cerebellum or 

cerebrum were excluded. 

2.1 MRI machine. 

This machine is open machine  and  manufactured in America in 2005 and assembly   in China, GE exit 0.2 

Tesla  .The RF Range in examination from(512-192)HZ .The slice thickness used in  MRI brain was 5mm 

routinely except in the examination for  small region such as  pituitary gland or optic  foremen . The matrix 

(options) were 256x256 or 512x512 .Field of view (options) were small, medium and large. 

2.2 The technique used and protocols: 

Three planes were taken: axial (T1, T2, T1with flair), sagittal T1and coronalT2 section as routine .The 

measurements were done in:  axial T2 FSE. Firstly: patients were prepared to enter the MRI room by taking any 

metallic substance outside his /her body. In the cases where anesthesia is needed, it was applied.  The sequence 

of the exam was explained clearly for all of the patients. Secondly: the head coil was applied, then the foam 

pads and ear plugs to ensure the immobilization and comfortable of patients. Two control lines were applied; 

one is axial and the another is sagittal ,  the first coronal and  sagittal crosses the nasion area ,the second coronal  

pass just at  the external  orbital line level  , then the scan start  from  vertex till the base of skull.    

2.3. Method of measurements: 

2.3.1 Measurements done for the cerebellum at the axial plane: 

 First measurement was taken in axial T2 FSE in region of interest for the cerebellum at the inner borders. The 

curser was at the wider point in inner border of left side of cerebellum it was pulled to another symmetrical right 

border, and this measurement called cerebellum width at axial image. 

 
Figure (1) shows the maximum cerebellum hemisphere width in axial images 

 

2.3.2 Sagittal cerebellum: 

In this view the image was at mid saggital where  the brain stem (mid brain,pons and medllua oblangata )was 

clear, and in this point the cerebellum  height and the AP vermis width reach the maximum value ,then the 

curser at most upper point was positioned and was pulled till reach the lower point  in another  side and this 

measuring called  cerebellum height  at  sagittal plane   .Then the curser was moved till it reach the wider point  

at anterior portion  and curser was pulled till it reached the posterior side and this  reading called the  AP 

cerebellum vermis width in mid sagittal  plane image. 
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[A]   [B] 

Figure (2) shows the cerebellum vermis AP width (A) and height (B)in mid  sagittal images 

2.3.3 Measurements done for length and width of the cerebrum at the axial plane: 

The scanning was continued to upper cuts  till the  area of the lateral  ventricles  appear  as shown as capital ( H 

)in  this point  the measurement of  cerebrum was taken ,the curser was positioned at  inner border of 

hemispheres of the brain in mid line  at the level of  mid  lateral ventricle ,then a line was drawn  till it reach  the 

symmetrical point  at  lower bottom  point in image  and this measure called cerebrum  length at axial image  

.the curser was drawn till the more width point  of cerebrum in the same view  and was drawn  from the  left 

point  from inner border till it reached  the right point  in the other side ,and this readings were called the 

cerebrum width at axial image. 

A  B 

Figure (2) shows the cerebrum width (A) and Length (B)in axial images 

2.4 Ethical concerns: 

Verbal consent was firstly obtained from all potential participants. The aims, benefits of the present study were 

explained to all participants in details. Medical, history of all study subjects posing as (sample) were thoroughly 

reviewed directly from participants themselves and those with conditions that may in any way, alter the findings 

of the current study were excluded. 
 

III. TABLES AND FIGURES  
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of cerebellum and cerebrum measured in axial and saggital planes images 

Anatomical part/plane (n=100) 
Min 

(mm) 
Max 
(mm) 

Mean 
(mm) 

Std. V 

Cerebellum hemispheric maximum width -Axial 64.29 114.76 93.54 7.70 

Cerebellum height-Saggital   37.23 70.52 47.01 4.46 

Cerebellum vermis AP width-Saggital 27.78 441.98 41.83 41.17 

Cerebrum length -Axial 111.91 175.89 157.42 8.53 

Cerebrum width -Axial 108.44 146.20 120.75 5.44 

 
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the measured cerebellum hemisphere maximum width, height, cerebellum 

vermis AP Width  and cerebrum length and width classified according to age 

Anatomical part/plane Age Class N 
Mean 

(mm) 
Std. v 

Min 

(mm) 

Max 

(mm) 
P-value 

Cerebellum hemisphere maximum width- Axial 

14-24 19 92.29 8.43 64.29 102.45 

 

.729 

 

25-34 14 94.16 5.75 84.76 108.16 

35-44 23 95.00 6.63 79.86 106.24 

45-54 20 92.60 6.74 71.01 108.12 
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55-64 10 91.54 12.38 67.07 104.37 

65+ 14 94.98 7.73 87.14 114.76 

Total 100 93.54 7.70 64.29 114.76  

Cerebellum height -Sagital   

14-24 19  46.40 4.07 38.69 52.62 

.387 

25-34 14 46.87 3.33 41.20 51.10 

35-44 23 46.37 4.58 37.23 61.03 

45-54 20 49.00 6.15 42.66 70.52 

55-64 10 46.98 3.35 40.96 50.22 

65+ 14 46.19 3.30 39.67 50.75 

Total 100 47.01 4.46 37.23 70.52  

Cerebellum vermis  AP width -Sagital 

 

 

14-24 19 37.92 4.51 30.26 45.66 

.386 

 

25-34 14 39.31 7.13 32.25 53.80 

35-44 23 36.97 4.30 27.78 44.87 

45-54 20 60.60 90.91 29.78 441.98 

55-64 10 36.44 3.38 30.26 40.10 

65+ 14 34.69 4.58 27.78 45.21 

Total 100 41.83 41.17 27.78 441.98  

Cerebrum length- Axial 

14-24 19 157.57 6.88 142.33 175.89 

 

 

.004 

 

25-34 14 165.57 4.98 157.83 173.90 

35-44 23 155.92 6.55 142.38 171.91 

45-54 20 156.64 8.37 139.31 167.84 

55-64 10 155.68 16.14 111.91 167.63 

65+ 14 153.83 3.95 146.71 162.39 

Total 100 157.41 8.53 111.91 175.89  

Cerebrum width -Axial 

14-24 19 119.58 5.79 109.49 129.55 

 

.319 

 

25-34 14 121.51 5.27 111.19 127.25 

35-44 23 120.80 4.42 113.79 129.59 

45-54 20 120.41 4.60 108.44 129.44 

55-64 10 124.17 8.74 113.81 146.20 

65+ 14 119.51 4.61 113.96 127.64 

Total 100 120.75 5.44 108.44 146.20  

 
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the measured cerebellum hemisphere maximum width, height, cerebellum 

vermis AP Width  and cerebrum length and width classified according to gender 

Anatomical part/plane Gender N 
Mean 
(mm) 

Std. V P-value 

Cerebellum hemisphere maximum width- 

Axial 

Male 39 95.51 8.98 .040 

 Female 61 92.28 6.53 

Cerebellum height-Sagital   
Male 39 46.79 4.39 .705 

 Female 61 47.14 4.53 

Cerebellum  vermis AP width-Sagital 
Male 39 46.88 65.16 .330 

 Female 61 38.61 8.98 

Cerebrum length -Axial 
Male 39 160.37 7.41 .005 

 Female 61 155.52 8.71 

Cerebrum width –Axial 
 

Male 39 121.48 4.66 .283 
 Female 61 120.28 5.88 
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Figure 3: The mean plot of the measured cerebellum height at saggital plane in different age groups 

 

 
Figure 4: The mean plot of the measured cerebellum vermis AP width at saggital plane in different age groups 

 

 
Figure 5: The mean plot of the measured cerebellum maximum width at axial plane in different age groups 
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Figure 6: The mean plot of the measured cerebrum length at axial plane in different age groups 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 
An awareness of normal neuroanatomic variability is important for understanding pathologic changes. In regard 

to the posterior fossa structures, the cumulative research record of in vivo studies is to some extents are few, and 

there is a need for normative data. In our prospective study, we examined two potential sources of normal 

variability in regional cerebellar and cerebrum measurements as seen in figures (1and2) including: age and 

gender. Table (1) shows the measurements of the cerebellum and cerebrum in axial and saggital planes. The 

results of this study provide a valuable addition to the normative database of the cerebellar and cerebrum 

anatomy for Sudanese .These data are an attempt to support the data for cerebellum norms measured in axial and 

saggital images. For presentation the concept of differential aging of the cerebellum: no significant age-related 

changes of the cerebellum were noticed, as seen in table (2) and figures (3,4and5) 

Previous studies observed no age-related shrinkage of the cerebellum at the culmen noted, and there is 

mild decline in the area of lobules VIII through X of the cerebellum[18,14], this was similar to our findings that 

the cerebellum measurements were mildly declined at the ages between 45-54 years old ,and 55-64 years by 3-

4mm in respectively  for the maximum width of cerebellum hemisphere at the axial plane .An increasing in the 

measurements were detected after the age of 35-44years  by 3 mm for the cerebellum height at maximum mid 

saggital plane, then it was reduced at the ages between 55-64 years ,also by 3mm .The maximum value of 

cerebellum vermis AP width was found to be at the age between 45-54years old where an increasing by 

proportionally doubling in values was detected, with no significant impact of the aging and the cerebellum 

related measurements, this was presented in table (2).However this is a different approach from the observation 

in mostly archival samples. [14] Such inconsistency highlights the need for accumulation of a reasonably large 

sample of studies, in which each study’s outcome is treated as a single observation. Only a review of multiple 

studies gives up significant estimation of the extent of age and gender differences in cerebellar anatomy. [19] 

The present study results regarding the reduction or changing with age which were not significant; is in 

consistency to what was found in the previous study that mentioned that the mechanisms related to the observed 

patterns of discrepancy to aging is unclear, their study justified that the histologic findings of the aging 

cerebellum shows general atrophy, as the age-related loss of Purkinje cells is uniformly distributed across the 

vermian lobules and the cerebellar hemispheres [20]. Whatever the causes of changes of the cerebellar lobules 

VI and VII, they are not necessarily specific to aging, however a similar differential pattern has been observed 

in many diseases. [16, 21, 22, 23] 

Another study has mentioned that the topography of the cerebellum blood supply may influence the cerebellum 

to differential aging. The cerebellar hemispheres are supplied by the branches of the posterior inferior cerebellar 

artery which originates in the vertebral artery, whereas the blood supply for the age-invariant superior vermis 

comes from the superior cerebellar artery, which branches off the basilar artery. [24,25]The vertebral system 

receives a small volume of blood in the age-related vertebral insufficiency [26], the cerebellar structures that are 

the most remote from the source may be at the greatest risk. This may be one of the causes of changes that 

observed in the cerebellum readings .On the other hand, one study mentioned that in contrast, the cerebellum 

shows no significant age related declines in blood flow, oxygen consumption, and glucose metabolism [16, 27, 

28, 29, 30]   
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Although this findings and changes are not significant but it is solely speculative, and of essential importance 

for more and further investigation with special attention to the evaluation of regional cerebrovascular variations 

within the cerebellum, as those patients may be at risk of cerebellum infarction. 

Many studies have mentioned that the cerebellum undergo dramatic changes during childhood and 

adolescence. However, accurate characterization of occurring anatomical changes has been hindered by lack of 

longitudinal data and methodologic challenges in quantifying subdivisions of the cerebellum [7] 

Cerebrum length at axial plane was found to be reduced significantly with aging at p =0.004as noticed in table 

(2).Several studies regarding brain, found aging associated with atrophy [31,32,33]. Others did not find age 

effects until ages >55 or 60 [34, 35, 36]. Our results support the hypothesis of neural atrophy associated with 

normal aging. 

The design of the study optimized comparison of young to elderly subjects (ages from 14-80 years with 

mean age 42.36±17.87 years. We evaluated the shape of the curve describing the relationship between brain 

changes and age, throughout the age range to determine whether the changes is linear or it was accelerating or 

declining at a certain age as noticed in figure (6) 

This would require a larger sample in the fourth and fifth decade. However, it is noteworthy that Jernigan et al. 

[37] reported linear relationships with age for all measures .The additional findings concern gender differences 

is the comparison of length and width at axial planes. Studies have mentioned that women have lower brain 

volume, related to body and cranial size [33,34]. Our study showed smaller measurements of cerebellum and 

cerebrum in females than males, where the impact of gender was affected significantly for cerebellum 

hemisphere maximum width at axial plane at p=0.040 and cerebrum length at axial plane at p=.005while the 

other measurements were not significantly correlated with gender, this was presented in table (3) 

One study have mentioned that a differential effect of age on certain brain components were noticed, moreover 

there was a gender difference.[38] 

The current study showed that there is no gender difference in cerebellum, height and AP vermian 

width ,on the other hand ; a significant difference in cerebellum maximum width between genders were 

observed table(3) reverse study have mentioned that there were no sex differences in the total vermian area with 

significant lobule 3 sex interaction, and indicated that men had differentially larger vermian lobules  and 

revealed no sex differences in the areas of the posterior vermis and lobules VI and VII whereas the anterior 

vermian area was larger in men .The volume of the cerebellar hemispheres was also greater in men although the 

effect of sex was not equivalent across the hemispheres for the hemisphere The observed hemispheric volume 

differential between the genders  was reliable. [39] 

One comprehensive previous study [40] provided meaningful estimates of the magnitude of age and 

sex differences in cerebellar anatomy. 

Our finding of larger cerebellar hemispheres in men is in agreement with the literature [12], for sex differences 

in brain morphology, the causes and mechanisms were found to be clarified. These differences are most likely of 

prenatal or perinatal origin, because in contrast to sex differences in body size, sexual dimorphism of cerebral 

and cerebellar size is observed in children before puberty [41] and cannot be attributed to post pubertal 

differences in sex hormones.  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Norms of Sudanese Cerebellum and Cerebrum were established. The normal aging concern the cereberum 

length, however no age related difference were noticed in the cerebellum measurements. The degree of the 

reduction in the cerebellar measurements is rather mild and unlikely to be significant  

Smaller measurements of cerebellum and cerebrum were noticed in females than males, where the impact of 

gender was affected significantly in the cerebellum hemisphere maximum width and cerebrum length while the 

cerebellum height and AP vermian width were not significantly correlated with gender. 

It should be taken into account in functional imaging studies of aging, when the cerebellum is considered as an 

appropriate structure for reference and normalization. These findings also raise a question of the relationship 

between age-related declines in multiple functions of the cerebellum and deterioration of their neuro-anatomic 

substrates. 

Future investigation of sex differences in brain morphogenesis in utero with larger sample size as well at 

different ethnitity, this may shed light on gross neuroanatomic differences that are observed apparently 

throughout the normal life span.  
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